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Astrotourism in Chile is given a boost by the world’s biggest telescope

In the Atacama Desert, the night is black and 
bejewelled, with clear skies and unparalleled 
visibility. Recently, the European Southern 
Observatory Council acknowledged Chile’s  
new-found status as a hot spot for astronomical 
observation by selecting remote Cerro Armazones  
to host the world’s largest telescope – the E-ELT 
(European Extremely Large Telescope). 

Astrotourism is still nascent here, but rising fast. 
In San Pedro de Atacama, night sky tours didn’t 
exist a decade ago. Now they sell out daily in high 
season. ‘There’s no light pollution, no cities,’ 
explains astronomer Alain Maury. ‘Here, the night 
sky takes on a whole other proportion.’

While the E-ELT is slated for professional use 
only, observatories open to the public offer an 
excellent, usually multilingual, introduction to the 
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co-authored the latest 
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star appeal

Cheap flights to Egypt open up; stay in London for less 
than a tenner; zip across the Lake District; and stay 
savvy when booking a holiday

fees hike 
Recently released data* 
shows that airlines made 
£8.5 billion from add-on 
charges over the last year. 
This figure, up by 31.7 per 
cent, is a cause for 
celebration from certain 
sections of the aviation 
industry. The figures don’t 
predict how much of that 
money won’t return, as 
irked travellers book with 
airlines that don’t level 
excessive costs.

easyJet stretch
The best thing about 
budget flights is that they 
don’t normally last very 
long. From 3 November, 
easyJet will be changing 
all that by launching a 
5½-hour flight from 
Gatwick to Luxor, deep in 
Upper Egypt. The idea is 
to nick some punters from 
charter flights – and with 
single fares starting at 
£89.99, it might just work  
(easyjet.com).

Tom Hall
traVeL pundit

Lonely Planet’s UK-based travel editor shares his  
latest insider news and tip-offs 

new us charges
Those recently applying for 
Electronic System for 
Travel Authorisation (ESTA) 
before a visit to the US will 
have noticed the $14 (£8) 
charge. This once-free 
service is now being used 
to pay for a tourist 
information service for the 
USA. Be wary of scam 
sites which seek to levy  
a charge for information 
that’s freely available in the 
public domain. Apply only 
through esta.cbp.dhs.gov.

no friLLs hoteL
Malaysian chain Tune 
Hotels is opening in 
London, with rooms being 
advertised for as little as 
£9 a night. The catch is 
familiar to anyone who’s 
flown budget: add-on 
charges. Towels are £1.50 
each and use of a hair 
dryer is £2. Rooms are 
cleaned for £7.50. Still, we 
reckon we’ll soon see Tune 
Hotels popping up in other 
cities (tunehotels.com).

get protected
The collapse of Greece 
and Turkey specialist 
Goldtrail highlights the 
tight operating margins  
of cheap holidays and 
further failures can’t be 
ruled out. Worryingly, 
some people thought they 
were protected only to 
find they weren’t. It’s a 
timely reminder to check 
whether you’re covered 
by ATOL and ABTA 
bonding, and protect 
yourself if not.

Lakes ZipLine 
The Lake District’s 
Honister Slate Mine 
already tempts thrill 
seekers with its climbing 
system, but is now 
seeking to add a mile-long 
zipwire from the top of 
nearby Fleetwith Pike. It’s 
still in the planning stages, 
and traditionalists are not 
amused - although 
teenagers are looking at 
the park with renewed 
excitement (honister-
slate-mine.co.uk).

Rising from the bustle of Athens’ Syngrou Avenue, the 
sparkling glass and marble facade catches the morning light 
and reflects the faces of passersby hurrying to work. This is 
the spectacular Onassis Cultural Centre (OCC), in its final 
stages of construction. Entirely privately funded by the 
Alexander S Onassis Public Foundation to the tune of  
£31 million, in a country recently plagues by financial woes,  
it is the proverbial phoenix from the flames.

The OCC opens in November, with an international 
conference on Greek culture and its role in modern society. 
The aim of the centre is to celebrate emerging and 
established contemporary Greek artists, and provide  
a world-class venue to showcase their creativity. 

The Greek economy may have teetered on the brink, and 
prime minister George Papandreou may have instituted a 
series of austerity measures that filled the streets with 
protests, but Greek pride, culture and vivacity are still here, 
still going strong – and still well worth a visit.
l occ-athens.org 
(under construction 
at time of going  
to press)

Alexis Averbuck has 
been researching the 
greece chapter of 
lonely planet’s 
forthcoming guide to 
Western europe.  

Culture  
after the cuts

Pinnacle of cool for Yugoslavia’s youth in the 
1980s, the Startas sports shoe, originally 
designed for playing table tennis, was a 
communist ideal: simple, functional and 
affordable. Growing up in Zagreb, I was a 
proud owner of several Startas. The Borovo 
factory in Vukovar that produced the lace-up 
canvas trainer employed more than 22,000 
people and churned out nearly 22 million 
shoes during its heyday. When war broke out 
in 1991, factory workers stood up to the 
military aggression. Despite the city’s brutal 
decimation, Startas production, although 
minimal, never stopped during the war. 

More than 30 years since its birth, 
Croatian designer Mauro Massarotto has 
relaunched this almost forgotten brand. The 
revived Startas – some models bearing funky 
printed designs and fancy fabrics like satin, 
denim and suede – became an instant hit, 
waking up the cult of the favourite Yugo 

trainer. The shoes are still made using 1970s 
equipment, with the logos hand-stitched and 
the light rubber soles hand-cut and glued. In 
Croatia, this retro item is sold in Massarotto’s 
Sherrif & Cherry boutique studio in Zagreb 
and in 31 Borovo shoe shops – a windfall for 
the local economy. Abroad, Startas grace the 
shelves of 220 stores worldwide, from 
London and Milan to Hong Kong and Tokyo. 
On my recent research trip, I bought a 
colourful pair (£12) in a Borovo store in Split, 
to remind me of what my country nearly lost. 
l longlivestartas.com

Anja Mutic has been 
researching the new 
edition of lonely 
planet’s guide to 
croatia. she is based 
in new york.

Communist comeback
As Croatia braces for entry into the EU, the country’s  
fashions hark back to communist chic 

Despite the Greek economic crisis,  
the Onassis Cultural Centre arrives

The impressive main 
stage of the OCC and 
how the building will 

eventually look 
(above)

southern skies. The best-known are located in Valle 
del Elqui and throughout the Atacama Desert. 

QuasarChile takes visitors behind the scenes 
where NASA lab vehicles were tested for Mars. 
Another option is desert camping with guided 
stargazing. To borrow a line from Chilean Nobel 
laureate poet Pablo Neruda – from here, ‘the stars 
are blue and they shiver in the distance’. 
l mamalluca.org 
l spaceobs.com 
l quasarchile.com
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